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1 Introduction 

Background 
1.1 JMP Consultants Limited (JMP) has been commissioned by Burnley Borough Council (BBC) to 

develop a transport evidence base to support the Area Action Plan submission for the Padiham 
area. This note provides a non-technical summary of our findings, including baseline information 
gathering, testing of the AAP development proposals; and our recommendations for suitable 
transport interventions to support the development aspirations of the AAP and its supporting 
policies and proposals. 

1.2 JMP understand that the Preparation of a robust and credible evidence base that integrates the 
aspirations of transport and land use planning is a crucial element of the Local Development 
Framework [LDF] process.  

1.3 This report is produced in six sections, including this introduction:  

• Section 2 summarises the existing policy context  

• Section 3 summarises the Baseline transport position within Padiham, accounting for the 
following: 

• Local and strategic accessibility analysis 

• On-site audits 

• Traffic counts 

• Section 4 tests the development proposals within the AAP with regard to future demand for 
travel. 

• Section 5 provides recommendations of future transport interventions that will support the 
delivery of the AAP in the short, medium and long term periods up to 2021. 

• Section 6 provides a summary and conclusion 

 



 

2 Existing Policy Context 

Overview 
2.1 The Area Action Plan (AAP) for Padiham constitutes one of five across the Borough; the context for 

these documents was set by the Housing Market Renewal initiative, which has identified a 
programme of clearance and replacement across the borough to varying degrees. The Padiham 
area is one of three that are to be supported by a transport evidence base, on account of the 
inherent issues of transport capacity, accessibility and safety. 

2.2 Within Burnley, the AAP process is a forerunner to the Core Strategy, on account of its advanced 
stage of development. The Transport evidence base will inform a Submission document for 
publication in the New Year, followed by submission to the Secretary of State at Spring 2010.  

2.3 This section summarises the documents for consideration within the context of producing a robust 
evidence base for Padiham.  

Policy Background 

PPS12 
2.4 Preparing a robust and credible evidence base is a crucial element of the Local Development 

Framework [LDF] process. The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning 
authorities to ensure that the transport implications of LDF proposals have been thoroughly 
considered.  

2.5 The requirements of the 2004 Act are identified within Planning Policy Statement 12 (PPS12). It 
states that local authorities should prepare and maintain an up to date information base on key 
aspects of the social, economic and environmental characteristics of their area, to enable the 
preparation of a sound spatial plan meeting the objectives of sustainable development. The Area 
Action Plan for Padiham will ultimately become Development Plan Documents (DPD’s) within a 
suite that will constitute the Local Development Framework (LDF) for Burnley. 

2.6 PPS12 states that Local Planning authorities are required to keep under review the following 
matters: 

i. The principal physical, economic, social and environmental characteristics of their area; 

ii. The principal purposes for which land is used in the area; 

iii. The size, composition and distribution of population in the area; 

iv. The communications, transport system and traffic of the area (including accessibility by public 
transport); and 

v. Any other considerations which may be expected to affect those matters  

2.7 An evidence base is therefore a critical component in the preparation of DPD’s, as a means to 
ensure that aspirations for development are not compromised by `unrealistic’ expectations 
regarding the future availability of infrastructure, transportation and resources.  In view of this, local 
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planning authorities have a valuable role to play in the consideration of appropriate locations for 
development, within the context of service provision that is accessible by a range of transport 
modes. . 

2.8 Annex B of PPS12 states that the integration of transport and spatial planning is central to the 
development and delivery of effective LDFs. In order to achieve this, DPD’s should be consistent 
with local transport policy as set out in the LTP’s, especially in areas such as Burnley, where 
planning and transportation are dealt with separately at district and county levels.  

Lancashire LTP3 
2.9 In 2008, the DfT published `Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy (DaSTS). This included 

five broad transport goals which are, briefly;  

• to support economic growth 

• to reduce transport’s emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, with the 
desired outcome of tackling climate change  

• to contribute to better safety security and health  

• to promote greater equality of opportunity 

• to improve quality of life and promote a healthy natural environment. 

2.10 LTP3 will cover the period beyond March 2011 and will be founded on these goals. LTP3 will 
include a long term Strategy, now in preparation, and a shorter, three year, rolling Implementation 
Plan. A set of Draft Outcomes have been provided to which the AAP will look to contribute: 

• Competitiveness and growth - we will manage and improve transport as one of the elements to 
enable Lancashire to attract new jobs, tackle the 'productivity gap' and secure a strong 
economic future. 

• Climate change - we will reduce carbon emissions from transport to enable Lancashire to play 
its role in contributing to UK carbon targets. 

• Equality of opportunity - we will build strong communities by enabling the people of Lancashire, 
particularly the most vulnerable in society, to access education, employment, health and public 
services. 

• Health, safety and security - we will tackle the negative impacts of mobility, by reducing 
accidents, improving personal security, promoting physical activity and improving air quality. 

• Quality of life and natural environment - movement in Lancashire will be managed to support 
improved quality of life in our towns, through tackling noise, reducing severance and creating 
liveable communities. We will respect Lancashire's high quality natural environment. 

2.11 Meanwhile, the restructuring of the Environment Directorate at County Hall is under way. As the 
purpose is to improve delivery at a local level, most services will be delivered from three area 
offices. The new structure will also include a commissioning group familiar with the character of 
each area to identify the local outcomes required and to deliver a programme designed to achieve 
them. 



 

 

Burnley Local Plan  
2.12 The Burnley Local Plan contains a number of saved policies that will serve to inform the production 

of the Local Development Framework. We have identified a number of Transport and Movement 
(TM) policies for the borough that the delivery of this strategy would contribute to at AAP level: 

• TM5 – Footpaths and walking within the urban boundary  

• TM6 - Walking and horse riding in the countryside 

• TM7 – Cycling Network 

• TM8 – Quality Bus Routes 

• TM9 – Rail and railway stations 

Padiham AAP 
Policies and Proposals 

2.13 The strategy will support the delivery of development aspirations with the AAP area, through the 
identification of measures to mitigate against the potentially negative impacts created by additional 
demand for travel. The measures will be identified within the context of supporting the policies and 
proposals contained within the Sustainable and Inclusive Transport (SIT) section of the Preferred 
Options document, and other sections that have implications for transport and accessibility. The 
policies are listed as follows: 

• SIT1 – Sustainable Travel 

• SIT1/1 – Extension of the Quality Bus Route 

• SIT2/1 – Padiham Linear Park (now Greenway) 

• SIT2/2 – Riverside Walk 

• SIT2/3 – Pedestrian route between Partridge Hill and Padiham town centre 

• SIT2/4 – Padiham town centre 

• SIT3 – Footpath and cycling provision 

• SIT4 – Public car parking 

• SIT5 – Traffic management and road safety improvements 

• SIT5/1 – Padiham town centre 

 

2.14 We have attempted to align the policies and proposals with the issues identified within the original 
study brief. It is likely that the measures identified within Section 5 will cut across these issues, and 
in some instances will contribute to the delivery of a number of aspirations for the AAP area. 
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2.15 The issues can be summarised as follows: 

• Padiham town centre, Church St / Burnley Rd 

• Connectivity of public transport 

 

Funding 

Most of the development proposals identified will be dependent on securing funding from the 
private sector.  Some public sector funding will also be required, particularly for schemes to 
regenerate the area.  

Targets 

2.16 The AAP contains a number of targets to be achieved through the delivery of the AAP, of which a 
number relate to transport and accessibility. They are summarised as follows:  

• All new housing development of 5 or more units will be within 400m of existing local shops & 
community facilities;  

• To improve and maintain 2.5km of walking & cycling routes with the AAP area over the plan 
period (as much of this network as possible to be DDA compliant/suitable for wheelchair 
users);  

• 100% of all new development to be no more than 400m from nearest bus stop with at least an 
hourly service (including evening and weekend). 

 

 

 



 

3 Baseline Position 

Background 
3.1 Padiham lies approximately 4 miles west of Burnley, and is the second largest settlement in the 

borough.  The town is reasonably self-contained in terms of service provision and delivery, 
providing schools, a library, medical facilities, shops and numerous employment opportunities for 
its residents.   

3.2 Padiham is an area of both conservation and an area which could see change through the Market 
Towns initiative and the Housing Market Renewal initiative.  Despite its unique riverside location 
and historic core, Padiham has fallen into the top 25% of the most deprived areas nationally.  This 
has primarily been attributed to the heavy reliance, and recent decline, of the manufacturing 
industry, resulting in relatively low economic activity levels and low levels of participation in the 
labour market. 

3.3 This baseline analysis seeks to explore the major issues identified by the study brief, and raise 
others that may require future intervention within the context of delivering the AAP schedule. The 
baseline position is derived from analysis of the following: 

• Traffic data obtained from on-site survey 

• Traffic data obtained from Lancashire CC 

• On-site audits 

• Public transport data obtained from Lancashire CC 

• Baseline mapping of Accessibility indicators defined by DfT 

• Journey to Work census data 

• Education data obtained from Lancashire CC. 
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Local Highway Network 
Summary 

3.4 Padiham lies to the west of Burnley, with access provided to the M65 at junctions 8, 9 and 10, 
which in turn provides access to Preston (via the M6) and Colne.  Church Street / Burnley Road 
form the principal access route through Padiham, running in a North West – South East direction 
through the town centre.  Access is provided onto the A6068 Barrowford Road in the north and to 
the M65 in the south from Padiham town centre via this route. 

3.5 In order to establish the baseline position on the local highway network, JMP commissioned Road 
Data Surveys to undertake fully classified traffic counts at 11 junctions across Padiham on 
November 10th 2009. The survey periods were chosen as a means to capture the acknowledged 
daily peaks on the network, including the potential impacts of activity associated with the afternoon 
`school run’. The surveys were therefore conducted during the following periods: 

• 07.30 – 09.30; and 

• 14.30 – 18.30 

3.6 The locations for these counts were chosen in order to adequately capture vehicle activity on all 
locally significant routes, and provide a baseline position from which the potential impact of future 
developments on the highway network could be adequately represented. The sites are identified 
within Figure 3.1 
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Area Overview 

3.7 The AM traffic survey revealed that the highest peak hour across the Padiham network occurs 
between 08.00 and 09.00. This invariably reflects the peaks on individual junctions; however, it was 
earlier on routes such as the Padiham bypass which potentially has a more strategic function than 
the Church Street / Burnley Road corridor. The peak hour occurs slightly later at sites to the east of 
the town centre around Shuttleworth College.  

3.8 At a network level, the survey shows that the predominant corridor within Padiham is Burnley Road 
/ Church Street, which forms an alternative route into the Burnley Borough from Junction 8 of the 
M65; it also provides a north – south corridor from outlying areas such as Whalley. 

3.9 The flow diagrams reveal that within the AM peak flows are highest in the town centre, and slightly 
lower either side, reflecting Padiham as a destination for employment and retail trips. It is worth 
noting that the highest directional flow on the Burnley Road / Church Road corridor is northbound, 
away from Burnley.   

3.10 Table 3.1 summarises the hourly profile of activity across the 11 surveyed junctions during the AM 
survey, with the individual and network peaks highlighted in red: 

Table 3.1  Hourly profile of vehicle activity (AM) 
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07:30 - 08:30 1400 1059 1083 1595 1487 1499 1331 1478 1547 1320 1357 15156 
07:45 - 08:45 1512 1091 1101 1677 1597 1581 1399 1577 1644 1441 1488 16108 
08:00 - 09:00 1507 1072 1117 1721 1640 1602 1415 1604 1687 1460 1504 16329 
08:15 - 09:15 1460 1045 1090 1697 1629 1600 1406 1604 1682 1485 1547 16245 
08:30 - 09:30 1266 917 949 1526 1483 1451 1270 1463 1536 1321 1394 14576 
 
 

3.11 The hourly profile during the morning survey period reveals that flows are relatively consistent, 
reflecting through-movement along Burnley Road / Church Street, combined with local access to 
town centre amenities and local residential areas. 

3.12 A full summary of total AM traffic flows by junction is provided within Figure 3.2: 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: AM Survey – Summary of Total Traffic Flows by Junction 
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3.13 The PM traffic survey revealed that the highest peak hour across the Padiham network occurs 
between 16.30 and 17.30. This peak was largely applicable across the network with minimal 
variation. The hourly profile revealed a greater disparity than the morning survey, with a defined 
peak and lower flows either side. The surveys indicated no significant growth in activity associated 
with the `school run’. 

3.14 Table 3.2 summarises the hourly profile of total activity across the 10 surveyed junctions during the 
PM survey, with the individual and network peaks highlighted in red. 

Table 3.2  Hourly profile of vehicle activity (PM) 
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14:30 - 15:30 1004 710 758 1277 1239 1282 1213 1376 1425 1179 1244 12707 
14:45 - 15:45 1031 779 827 1372 1354 1374 1292 1485 1549 1259 1339 13661 
15:00 - 16:00 1096 831 874 1446 1414 1440 1351 1522 1578 1304 1361 14217 
15:15 - 16:15 1177 876 912 1501 1463 1506 1394 1551 1627 1352 1360 14719 
15:30 - 16:30 1241 943 956 1521 1483 1513 1404 1538 1611 1344 1384 14938 
15:45 - 16:45 1297 1007 1005 1607 1540 1582 1473 1590 1647 1401 1410 15559 
16:00 - 17:00 1363 1046 1075 1681 1617 1663 1519 1638 1704 1474 1504 16284 
16:15 - 17:15 1441 1123 1160 1774 1715 1720 1567 1727 1782 1518 1571 17098 
16:30 - 17:30 1515 1154 1197 1842 1787 1800 1629 1822 1878 1600 1629 17853 
16:45 - 17:45 1495 1117 1174 1821 1770 1779 1599 1822 1882 1579 1643 17681 
17:00 - 18:00 1387 1051 1084 1725 1669 1680 1521 1730 1806 1513 1568 16734 
17:15 - 18:15 1241 946 964 1602 1531 1565 1435 1601 1687 1419 1477 15468 
17:30 - 18:30 1053 813 846 1385 1306 1374 1291 1417 1515 1276 1348 13624 
 

A full summary of total traffic flows by junction is provided within Figure 3.3. 

    
 



 

 
Figure 3.3: PM Survey – Summary of Total Traffic Flows by Junction 
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Road Traffic Accidents 

3.15 Analysis of the road traffic accidents highlights a total of 197 accidents occurred within Padiham 
over the five year period 2004 to 2009, involving 272 casualties.  74 of these accidents occurred 
along Burnley Road / Church Street, 12 of which involved either a pedestrian or cyclist. 

3.16 These 197 accidents resulted in 232 casualties sustaining slight injuries, 37 sustaining serious 
injuries and 3 sustaining fatal injuries.  The fatal accidents occurred at the Burnley Road / 
Hambledon Street junction (2005), on Dryden Street (2004) and at the Padiham Street / Scott 
Street junction (2009). 

3.17 The casualties involved 55 pedestrians and 20 cyclists.  24 of the pedestrians injured were adults 
and 31 were children.  9 of the cyclists injured were adults and 11 were children.  The accidents 
were relatively evenly spread throughout the five year period, although an increase was witnessed 
in 2007 when 66 casualties were injured.  No reason has been identified for this slight increase. 

Car Parking 

3.18 Information has been collated from the Burnley Parking Strategy 2006-2011with regard to parking 
in Padiham town centre. It states that the town centre has 27 car parks in total, 14 of which are on 
land owned by the council. The largest of which is the town hall with 47 spaces. In terms of current 
private provision, the largest private car park is associated with the Co-op (former Kwik Save) store 
on Lune Street with 88 spaces.  

3.19 All public car parks are free of charge and, during the site visit, were witnessed to be operating at, 
or close to, their maximum capacity.  Parking in some of the car parks within the residential areas 
is controlled by a permit system. 

3.20 A summary of existing provision is provided in Table 3.3 

Table 3.3  Existing car parking provision 
 

Ownership Purpose Number 
Burnley BC General Use 219 + 6 disabled 

Private 

Foodstores 101 + 4 disabled 
Pubs 56 

Employee 44 
Resident 32 

Other 31 
All Car Parks 483 + 10 disabled 

 

3.21 Vehicles park along the edge of the highway in a number of locations, most notably along Burnley 
Road in the town centre and on a number of neighbouring residential streets.  All of the vehicles 
that parked along Burnley Road did so in dedicated parking spaces, as parking in other locations is 
prevented by double yellow lines.   



 

3.22 Only a small proportion of houses in the area provide off-street parking areas for residents, thereby 
forcing vehicles to park on-road.  Dedicated disabled parking spaces are provided along some 
residential routes, including Grove Lane and Lawrence Street. 

3.23 The parking allocation within Padiham would be rearranged as part development proposals arising 
from the AAP. The development of land for residential purposes at Ightenhill Street / Mytton Street 
(Pad H1/1) would displace approximately 50 public spaces (+ 3 disabled) that currently serve the 
town centre. Conversely, a current application for a Tesco foodstore on a site allocated for mixed 
use purposes (MU 1/1) would provide 242 new parking spaces including 16 for disabled users.    

Corridor Summary 

3.24 Church Street / Burnley Road is of variable width throughout the district centre, on account of the 
topography and historic building frontage. It is wide enough to accommodate traffic in both 
directions, but allows little scope for on-street parking or adequate footway width in the retail 
centre. The presence of through-traffic allows single-file traffic in both directions and is subject to a 
30mph speed limit.  A speed camera is located on approach to the town centre to enforce this 
restriction.   

3.25 The town centre caters a mix of retail, employment and residential users.  Burnley Road is 
predominantly occupied by retail units.  The roads adjacent to and joining Burnley Road are 
occupied by a combination of residential and employment users, with the principal employment 
sites within the area are situated along Wyre Street, Mytton Street and Cambridge Drive. 

3.26 A number of roads intercept Burnley Road from both the east and west.  Visibility at a number of 
these junctions is limited due to the building line and narrow footway width which exist within the 
town centre.  Narrow footway width creates further issues due to the user conflict experienced 
between pedestrian and vehicle movement, particularly HGVs.   

3.27 A number of low bridges are located within Padiham, including along Dryden Street and Green 
Lane.  This limits access by HGVs due to the height and width restrictions in place at these 
bridges. 

3.28 A 20mph speed limit is in place along some of the residential roads within Padiham, including 
Barley Street, Town Hill Bank and Victoria Road.  Vertical deflection is provided along other 
residential roads within the Padiham, including Stockbridge Road, Abingdon Road and Thompson 
Street to further restrict vehicle speed.  Morley Street offers the potential to be designated as a 
home zone area due the layout and residential nature of the road. 

3.29 The quality of highways within Padiham varies significantly.  All major routes are maintained in 
reasonable condition, providing good quality surfacing and signage.  However, some of the smaller 
residential routes are in poorer condition, with potholes and flooding identified along the route.  
These issues were identified along Collinge Street and Elizabeth Street. 

3.30 The Baseline network diagrams indicating all turning movements within the AM and PM peak 
periods are reproduced within Appendix A. 
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Sustainable Transport Networks  
3.31 The National Census of 2001 revealed that 34% of households in Burnley do not own a car. Many 

residents are therefore dependent upon walking and cycling, public transport and taxis for their 
journeys to work, education, healthcare and shopping.  

Walking and Cycling 

3.32 JMP has produced a walking and cycling isochrone based upon the DfT recommended distances 
of 2km and 5km, shown in Figure 3.4.  These show that the whole of the AAP area is accessible 
within an acceptable walking distance of Padiham town centre, where the majority of local service 
provision is located. With regards to cycling, a number of major employment sites are accessible 
within the recommended distance, including Shuttleworth Mead, Rose Grove / Liverpool Road, 
Rossendale Road, and sites on the western edge of Burnley town centre under current conditions. 

3.33 The majority of highways within Padiham possess footways alongside. Within Padiham town centre 
the footways are of variable quality and in some instances do not meet the minimum requirement of 
2 metres.  This issue is most evident on the section of retail frontage between the two junctions 
with Mill Street, due to the historic building frontage, and the requisite width of the carriageway.  
This area is also subject to a steep gradient, which serves to further reduce the quality of the 
pedestrian environment.  The pedestrian surveys indicate that Church Street experiences the 
highest number of pedestrian movements in the area around the North Street / Church Street / 
Bank Street junction.  

3.34 A number of pedestrian crossing points are provided across Burnley Road, providing a combination 
of signalised crossings and zebra crossing facilities.  These facilitate pedestrian movement within 
the area and enhance the safety of pedestrians travelling along the route.  The Burnley Road / 
Sowerby Street junction experienced the highest number of two-way pedestrian movements, with a 
maximum of 161 pedestrians crossing Burnley Road during the peak hour. 

3.35 A number of short off-road routes are located within Padiham town centre, providing access to the 
residential streets immediately surrounding the town centre from Burnley Road.  

3.36 Only a small number of the roads within Padiham provide dedicated facilities for cyclists.  Where 
these are available, they are disjointed in nature and do not provide a continuous standard of 
facilities throughout the entire route.  Although the residential nature of many of the roads enables 
cyclists to share the road space with vehicles, the varying quality of surfacing and presence of 
potholes and drain covers in many of these areas may discourage cyclists from using the route.  
This is evidenced within the pedestrian and cycling surveys, which highlight that only four of the 
eleven junctions surveyed experienced any cycling movements.   

3.37 The maximum number of cycling movements at any junction were identified on the Burnley Road /  
Sowerby Street junction, Burnley Road / Lune Street junction and Burnley Road / Dryden Road 
junctions, each of which experienced a maximum of four cycling movements during the peak hour. 

3.38 Access from the town centre to Gawthorpe Hall is currently available via Stockbridge Drive.  
Stockbridge Drive meets Burnley Road close to a junction with South Drive, where a dedicated 



 

right turn junction is provided into Stockbridge Drive.  Although no dedicated pedestrian facilities 
are provided along this route, the low traffic flow facilitates the sharing of the road space by 
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.  Stockbridge Drive is a single track road, subject to a 15mph 
speed limit, with speed humps situated throughout its length.  A pedestrian crossing is also 
provided across Burnley Road to the south of the access junction. 





 

Green Routes 

3.39 Memorial Park forms an off-road green route in Padiham, providing good quality links between 
Blackburn Road, Bridge Street and Park Road.  Good quality surfacing and leisure facilities, 
including a play area and route maps, are provided in Memorial Park.  However, concrete bollards 
and steps are also situated along some routes, thereby limiting access for some users.  Poor 
drainage was also noted to be an issue within the park, as some of the routes were flooded and 
slippery during the site visit. 

3.40 There are two additional greenway routes; one is currently under development along the disused 
railway line, and a second has recently been completed alongside the River Calder.  They provide 
off-road routes travelling north-west to south-east and west to east direction respectively.  Further 
information about these routes is provided later in this chapter. 

3.41 A number of open green spaces are also available within Padiham.  These can be accessed via 
Park Road, Abingdon Road, Burnley Road, Elizabeth Street, Grove Lane, Hargrove Avenue and 
Quarry Street.  However, these routes are of variable quality and provide fewer facilities than 
Memorial Park.  For example, the quality of surfacing along some of these routes is poor, with trip 
hazards caused by slab stones being used to surface the route. 

3.42 Waymarkers, highlighting the presence of a cycle route to the town centre, are provided along 
Grove Lane.  However, these waymarkers are overgrown and therefore not used to their full 
potential. 

Padiham Greenway 

3.43 In February 2009, work started on the creation of a greenway along the line of the derelict railway 
line through Padiham.  Once completed, this route will provide a north-west to south-east link 
through the study area, with access provided onto the route from a number of residential streets.  
This route will be suitable for use by pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders, providing sufficient 
width to enable these users to share the route-space available. It will also be fully compliant with 
Disability legislation. 

3.44 Although construction work on this route is on-going, sections of the route are currently being used 
by pedestrians.  Once complete, the route will provide an off road link between Padiham town 
centre (via Green Lane), the residential areas and Memorial Park.  Direct access into Shuttleworth 
Mead is not proposed at present, although it represents an aspiration of Lancashire CC to 
ultimately achieve this.  

3.45 During the site visit, it was noted that good quality route surfacing and street lighting would be 
provided along the length of the Greenway.  A number of access points were identified, including 
from Park Road and Pendle Street, with slopes provided at each of these access points to facilitate 
access by bicycle and wheelchair users; however, at present, signage onto and along these routes 
is limited. 

Riverside Walk 

3.46 Riverside Walk runs in an east to west direction through Padiham on the bank of the River Calder, 
providing access into Padiham town centre, and potentially to future development sites along Lune 
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Street and into Memorial Park. Way markers are provided at a number of the entrance points onto 
the route, highlighting the destinations accessed in either direction when travelling along the route. 

3.47 The nature of the route surface varies, providing a mix of concrete and gravel surfacing.  Access 
onto the route is available via a combination of slopes and steps, therefore limiting access to some 
user groups.  

Access to Public Transport 

Bus 

3.48 A Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) runs through Padiham, providing frequent services to Burnley, 
Nelson, Colne, Accrington, Whalley, Clitheroe, the employment centres west of the town centre 
and the villages of Hapton, Read and Sabden.  Bus stops are provided at frequent intervals along 
Burnley Road, providing shelter, seating and timetable information at the majority of stops.   

3.49 Outside the town centre, access to bus services is less favourable.  Bus stops are located in less 
frequent intervals and provide fewer facilities.  Timetables are not provided at all bus stops, with 
very few providing shelter or seating.  Some bus stops provide only a flag post sign. 

3.50 Table 3.4 summarises the current level of bus provision within the Padiham AAP, with illustration 
provided within Figure 3.5. 

Table 3.4  Bus service provision in Padiham 
 

Service Brand Route Areas 
Served First Bus Last Bus Daily 

Frequency 

152 Not 
branded 

Burnley – 
Padiham – 
Rishton – 
Blackburn – 
Preston 

Church 
St / 

Burnley 
Rd 

06.17 from 
Burnley; 

05.29 from 
Blackburn 

 

22.28 from 
Burnley (as 

far as 
Blackburn); 
21.00 from 

Preston 

30 minutes; 
Hourly after 

20.30 
 

Mainline 
Route 3 

The 
Mainline 

Colne – Nelson – 
Berierfield – 
Burnley – 
Padiham – 
Hapton – 
Accrington 

Church 
St / 

Burnley 
Rd / 

Thompso
n St 

06.32 from 
Burnley; 

06.46 from 
Hapton 

23.28 from 
Burnley (as 

far as 
Hapton); 

23.21 from 
Accrington 

30 minutes 
until 18.00; 

Hourly 
thereafter 

Mainline 
Route 5 

The 
Mainline 

Colne – Nelson – 
Burnley – 
Padiham – 
Shuttleworth 
Mead – Whalley 
– Clitheroe 

Church 
St / 

Burnley 
Rd 

06.01 from 
Burnley; 

06.40 from 
Clitheroe 

22.13 from 
Burnley; 

23.10 from 
Clitheroe 

30 minutes 
until 19.00; 

Hourly 
thereafter 

65 Pendleside 
Link 

Nelson – Fence 
– Higham – 
Padiham – Rose 
Grove - Burnley 

Church 
St / 

Burnley 
Rd / 

Slade 
Lane 

06.40 from 
Burnley;  

06.27 from 
Nelson 

18.20 from 
Burnley; 

19.15 from 
Nelson 

Hourly 



 

 

Rail 

3.51 The closest railway station to Padiham is Rose Grove Railway Station, which is located 
approximately 3km to the south east of Padiham town centre.  Burnley Barracks and Hapton 
Stations are also located to the south of Padiham, but are not located within an acceptable 2km 
walking distance from the town centre, and the current level of service provision presents little 
incentive to walk to the station. 





 

Flexible Transport 

3.52 The Burnley Employment Shuttle Transit (BEST) service is sponsored by Lancashire County 
Council in association with the boroughs of Burnley and Pendle. It operates on a “Demand 
Responsive” basis between Monday and Saturday, providing links from South West Burnley to 
surrounding centres of employment and services, including Burnley town centre and Hospital, and 
Industrial Estates at Rossendale Road, Network 65 and Shuttleworth Mead. 

3.53 Journeys on the BEST service are booked in advance by phone; a single journey costs £1.80 and 
a return is £3.25.  Discounts are available for multiple journeys booked in advance. 
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Accessibility to Key Service Indicators 
3.54 JMP has undertaken a detailed accessibility mapping exercise using the “Accession” software as a 

means to analyse the ability of people to access jobs and essential services within the context of 
current transport provision. It will be used to better understand the issues that exist within Padiham, 
and inform potential solutions to meet current deficits in accessibility that may exist, both in terms 
of infrastructure, and future levels of service provision. 

3.55 We have identified Padiham within the context of its accessibility to seven strategic indicators that 
have been defined by the Department for Transport (DfT) as a measure of relative wellbeing. Each 
indicator has an upper and lower threshold that reflects an appropriate journey time to obtain that 
service. These indicators and associated thresholds are summarised within Table 3.5 below. 

Table 3.5  DfT Strategic Indicators of Accessibility 
 

Strategic Indicator Service Types Lower / Upper threshold (journey time in minutes) 

Primary School 15 / 30 

Secondary School 20 / 40 

Further Education 30 / 60 

Employment Opportunity 20 /40 

Hospital 30 / 60 

GP 15 / 30 

Supermarket 15 / 30 
 

3.56 The mapping for each of the seven indicators and the composite summary are included within 
Appendix B. 

3.57 In order to gain a better understanding of accessibility within the AAP area, JMP has also obtained 
data regarding the three major trip purposes that take place during peak periods on the local 
transport network: 

• Outgoing trips from home to employment  

• Incoming trips to employment from home 

• Incoming trips to education 

Primary Education 

3.58 The data related to school travel has been obtained from Lancashire CC, who have an obligation to 
collect data regarding school travel choices as part of National Indicator (NI) 198: Children 
travelling to school – mode of transport usually used. This data has been obtained as a means to 
understand the current contribution of the `school run’ to issues of congestion on local routes within 
and surrounding Padiham. The relative modal share of each school also provides an indication as 
to the ability / willingness of pupils to travel to school by alternative means to the private car.  



 

Primary 

3.59 As shown in Figure 3.6, travel to schools within Padiham is predominantly undertaken on foot, 
indicating a predominantly local catchment drawn from within the town. Trips on foot account for 
61%, with single occupancy car drop off accounting for 28%, and car share (multiple drop-offs) 
accounting for 9%. 

Figure 3.6: Modal Share of Trips to Primary Schools (average) 

 
 

3.60 The modal share is variable between the two school sites identified within the AAP area, with a 
significantly higher proportion of car sharing recorded at St Leonards Primary School.  This may 
indicate the effectiveness of a specific travel plan initiative at one of the sites.  Table 3.6 below 
indicates the travel modal splits for each of the schools in the area.  
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Table 3.6  Modal share of individual Primary Schools 

      
3.61 As identified within the current modal share analysis, Padiham is highly accessible to primary 

education, with the vast majority of the AAP area accessible to a site within a 15 minute travel time 
by walking and public transport. The mapping reflects a notional catchment with regard to the 
nearest school; it does not take into account parental choice or religious denomination. 

3.62 The only areas that do not fall within an acceptable distance are currently occupied by industrial 
sites, including the redundant Baxi site to the north east, the `Burnley Bridge’ area to the south, and 
the Shuttleworth Mead Business Park.  None of these sites have a resident population at present; 
however, this may require further consideration within the context of AAP aspirations. 

3.63 School travel plans have been developed for the two primary schools in Padiham. They highlight 
the following principal issues: 

• Severe congestion around school grounds caused by parents parking and waiting with or for 
their children 

• Cars reversing out of Meadow Street 

• Children crossing from East Street and West Street to the school entrance 

• Children being dropped off on the zig-zag lines 

• No shelter for parents waiting to pick children up as the playground is totally exposed to the 
weather 

• Vehicles parking on the pavement causing a hazard to pedestrians 

• Dangers to pedestrians and alighting passengers due to parents stopping in the road to drop 
children off 

• Safety of children walking to school through the local streets and roads 

• Road safety issues caused by the turning circle just outside school with parents inconsiderately 
parking and forcing pedestrians to walk in the road 

• Lack of enforcement of illegal parking close to the school 

Establishment Name Car Car 
Share   

Public 
Transport   Walking Cycling Other Missing 

Padiham Green Church of England 
Primary School 43% 0% 3% 54% 0% 0% 0% 

Padiham St Leonard's Voluntary Aided 
Church of England Primary School 13% 18% 1% 68% 0% 0% 0% 



 

Secondary Education 

3.64 Current secondary education within Padiham is provided by Shuttleworth College and Hameldon 
Secondary School.  Both schools have formed part of the `Building Schools for the Future’ 
programme within the Burnley borough, and are currently undergoing change. The profile of each 
school is summarised below: 

• Shuttleworth College opened in September 2006 and was formed from the student population 
of Gawthorpe High School. During the transition period it was temporarily housed on Kiddrow 
Lane, Burnley.  In September 2008 the brand new building located on Burnley Road, Padiham 
was completed and the students transferred to the new accommodation. It accommodates 
students within the 11-16 age range and has capacity for 1050 places 

• Hameldon Community College was formed from the student population of Ivy Bank Business 
and Enterprise College and Habergham High School (11-16). Since August 2006, Hameldon 
Community College has operated from a temporary site on Byron Street. By September 2010 it 
will relocated to a new site on Coal Clough Lane (within the South West Burnley AAP), which is 
the site currently occupied by Blessed Trinity RC College. The site currently has capacity for 
750 places within the 11-16 age range. 

3.65 As shown in Figure 3.7 below, travel to the secondary schools within Padiham is predominantly 
undertaken on foot, representing 51%; public transport is also a prominent mode with a 25% share, 
with car use accounting for 19%.  

Figure 3.7: Modal Share of Trips to Secondary Schools (average) 
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3.66 Individually, the two sites display similar characteristics with regard to car use; however, walking is 
considerably higher in association with Shuttleworth College. As the Hameldon site is currently 
undergoing a period of transition, it is fair to assume that it is drawing students from a wider 
catchment than that of its neighbour, and will ultimately be situated within South West Burnley to 
serve that area from 2010.   

3.67 A summary of the modal splits for each of these establishments is shown in Table 3.7 below. 

Table 3.7  Modal share of individual Secondary Schools 

 

3.68 As identified within the modal share analysis, Padiham is currently highly accessible to secondary 
education, with the vast majority of the population accessible to the two sites serving the AAP area 
within the lower threshold of 15 minutes. The mapping reflects a notional catchment with regard to 
the nearest school; it does not take into account parental choice or religious denomination. 

3.69 The current data associated with the indicators can be seen to be slightly misleading, as it identifies 
Shuttleworth College within the context of its temporary location on Kiddrow Lane prior to 
September 2008. Likewise, the Hameldon site is a temporary arrangement that will serve a slightly 
different catchment from 2010. Notwithstanding this, the relocated Shuttleworth site will fulfil local 
accessibility needs within an acceptable travel time. 

Further Education 

3.70 With regard to further education (post 16), it should be noted that the Indicator represents the 
provision that was available prior to the opening of the new Burnley Campus in 2008. The campus 
now provides 600 sixth form places to service Burnley’s needs. Whilst this additional provision is 
likely to have improved the scope of further education available within the town, the associated 
issues of accessibility are still viewed to be of relevance. 

3.71 There are significant areas that could be regarded as within the upper limit of accessibility 
regarding access, indicating a travel time of between 30 and 60 minutes. This includes the 
following localities to the north of the AAP area: 

• Church St / Mill St (north of town centre) 

• Guy St / Grove Lane 

• Slade Lane / Moor Lane 

    Pupils aged 5-15 - mode of travel to school   

Establishment Name Type Cars / 
taxis 

Car 
Share  

Public 
Transport  Walking Cycling Other Not 

supplied 

Total 
number of 
pupils 
aged 5 to 
15 

Shuttleworth College Maintained 
Primary 18% 1% 20% 60% 1% 0% 0% 100% 

Hameldon Community 
College 

Maintained 
Secondary  19% 7% 31% 42% 1% 0% 0% 100% 



 

3.72 The areas immediately alongside the Burnley Road corridor possess access to the site in Burnley 
town centre within the lower threshold of 30 minutes. This indicates access to public transport on 
this route as a major factor in the ability of students to access further education. 

Employment Opportunity 

Incoming 

3.73 The Travel to Work data has been obtained from the 2001 census; it represents all Lower Super 
Output Areas (LSOA’s) that constitute the AAP, and is therefore capable of highlighting the specific 
issues within the area that would not be identifiable within analysis at borough-wide level. This is 
summarised in Figure 3.9

3.74 Our analysis identifies the dispersed nature of incoming trips across a wide, and often rural 
hinterland is reflected in the modal share of incoming trips. Car, either as a driver or passenger 
account for 70% of all incoming trips, followed by walking (13%), working from home (9%), and bus 
(5%). 

3.75 It is appreciated that the profile represents a period when the Baxi site was an employer in the 
area; however, the analysis is indicative of the area’s catchment, and the willingness of employees 
to travel to work in Padiham. 

3.76 The modal share of incoming employment trips is summarised within Figure 3.8 

Figure 3.8: Modal Share of Incoming Employment Trips  

      

 

 





 

Outgoing 

3.77 The distribution of employment trips from residents of Padiham again shows containment largely 
within the AAP area, but also outward movement to Burnley town centre, the Hospital, and Preston. 
This is summarised in Figure 3.11  

3.78 The modal share of outgoing trips largely reflects that of the incoming profile, with 69% leaving the 
area by car, either as a driver of passenger, 12% travelling on foot, 8% by bus and 7% working 
from home. 

3.79 Figure 3.10 summarises the distribution of outgoing employment trips.      

Figure 3.10: Modal Share of Outgoing Employment Trips 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.80 The accessibility analysis identifies the whole of the Padiham area as falling within the lower 
threshold of 20 minutes travel time to a major employer. We understand that this provision includes 
major sites such as Shuttleworth Mead and Network 65, and employment sites associated with 
Padiham town centre. It also accounts for employment adjacent to Liverpool Road and Rossendale 
Road in South West Burnley. 

3.81 The provision of employment and access to it is likely to be improved by the creation of a new 
Business Park at Burnley Bridge at Junction 9 of the M65. The Transport Assessment produced to 
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support the planning application identified public transport improvements that would have a direct 
affect upon accessibility within Padiham, and its environs. 
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Hospitals  

3.82 The analysis identifies the whole of Padiham as lying within the upper threshold of accessibility to 
the nearest hospital (30-60 minutes), which is located to the north east of the town centre, and 
would require interchange between buses in Burnley town centre. 

3.83 The accessibility analysis is used to identify the ability of patients to access appointments and 
clinics within a reasonable travel time. It is acknowledged that emergency admissions to hospital 
would invariably be undertaken by other means.   

General Practitioners 

3.84 Padiham is relatively well located for GP surgeries, with one located within the town centre itself, 
and a further surgery located outside of the AAP on Kiddrow Lane. The whole AAP is therefore 
accessible within the lower threshold of 15 minutes on foot or by public transport. 

Supermarkets 

3.85 The supermarkets indicator identifies retail outlets that are defined as grocery / supermarkets or 
convenience stores. It does not discriminate regarding the size of the outlet.  Within Padiham, there 
are four existing food stores, including a Co-op and a Tesco Express.  Such stores can be seen to 
provide the basic shopping requirements of residents; however, it is acknowledged that a far 
greater proportion may currently leave the area by car in order to utilise one of the larger 
supermarkets associated with Burnley town centre.  As such, the vast majority of the AAP area lies 
within the lower threshold of 15 minutes travel by bus or on foot, with the exception of the area 
identified for development as the Burnley Bridge employment and residential site. 

3.86 A planning application is currently being considered by Burnley BC with regard to a new Tesco 
store of 4,436m². The associated Transport Assessment identifies the accessibility of the site to its 
local catchment via a range of sustainable modes. It is also acknowledged that the store may have 
the potential to attract trips by car from areas outside of the Padiham AAP. 

Composite Mapping 

3.87 A composite map has been produced for the Padiham area in order to identify the wider 
accessibility issues that emerge when each of the seven identified service types are considered 
together. It provides a good indication of areas that suffer generally from a deficit in service 
provision, or lie at a distance from good quality public transport routes. 

3.88 Whilst the majority of the AAP area has access to 5 or 6 service types, the area to the south of the 
AAP that is identified for development as part of the Burnley Bridge development has accessibility 
to a maximum of 3 Service Types.  

3.89 In the southernmost section of the AAP area the need to improve access to GP’s and food stores is 
illustrated in order to bring accessibility within the lower journey time threshold.  It should be noted 
however that public transport improvements are proposed (scope of which as yet unknown) in 
association with Burnley Bridge that would potentially serve to improve overall accessibility 
throughout Padiham, with its linkages to Burnley. 



 

SWOT Analysis 
3.90 The findings of the baseline analysis of transport and accessibility have been condensed within a 

SWOT analysis, reproduced as Table 3.8. This will form the basis of the identification of measures 
within the transport strategy.  



 

  Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Highway Network 
• Direct Links to Burnley and M65 
• Attractive street network within 

town centre 

• Constrained alignment through town 
centre 

• Numerous junctions 
• Topography of the area 
• Historic location of industrial premises 

within the residential area 

• Improve the public realm within the town 
centre / widen footways where available 
width allows 

• Improve crossing facilities on Burnley Rd / 
Church St in the context of new 
development 

• Significant new development 
placing further constraints on local 
highway network 

Walking 

• Good existing network of local off-
road routes 

• Good access within the AAP to the 
town centre 

• Narrow footways on main highway routes 
• Limited formalised crossing opportunities 
• Poor condition of the existing footpath 

network / access constraints  

• The Padiham Linear Park Greenway 
creates a significant opportunity to link 
major trip generators into the walking / 
cycle network 

• Missed Opportunities to promote 
sustainable travel through Travel 
Plans associated with 
development 

• Poor footway provision  / 
pedestrian links deter use of retail 
centre in the longer term in favour 
of new supermarket 

Cycling 

• Excellent new Greenway (Padiham 
Linear Park) will provide direct links 
to employment and services once 
complete 

• Inconspicuous nature of the Linear route 
and other off-road provision at present 

• No provision made for a link to 
Shuttleworth Mead 

• The Padiham Linear Park Greenway 
creates a significant opportunity to link 
major trip generators into the walking / 
cycle network 

• Lack of connection to major 
employers such as Shuttleworth 
Mead 

• Missed Opportunities to promote 
sustainable travel through Travel 
Plans associated with 
development 

Bus 

• Recent delivery of QBC between 
Burnley and Shuttleworth Mead 

• Good accessibility alongside the 
Burnley Rd / Church St corridor 

• Poor public transport provision away from 
the major corridor, notably to the south of 
the AAP  
 

• Potential for a widened scope and 
coverage of services associated with 
improvements at Burnley Bridge 

• In view of the above, potential to reduce 
deficits in provision at the southern end of 
the AAP 

• Continued rationalisation of bus 
routes, especially away from the 
QBC 

Rail • None noted  

• Distance and inaccessibility by sustainable 
modes 

• Lack of parking and low service frequency 
deters park and ride via Hapton or Rose 
Grove 

• Completion of the Padiham Linear park 
may ultimately bring Rose Grove within an 
acceptable cycling distance 

• Would require general improvements to 
the on-road network elsewhere to make it 
a safe and viable option 

• Further decline in patronage at 
local stations / reduced viability of 
stopping services  

Access to Key Services • Town centre area with access to 
five service types 

• Significant areas of the AAP with access 
to only three or four service types 

• Improvements to public transport and off-
road walking and cycling routes would 
bring parts of the AAP back into an 
acceptable threshold of access 

• Continued rationalisation of bus 
routes, especially away from the 
QBC 

• Threats to local services created 
by larger retail provision 



 

4 Impacts of Development  

Testing the AAP 
4.1 The study brief identified the need to consider the potential impacts upon the transport network that 

would accrue if the aspirations for development within the Area Action Plan were fully realised over 
the lifetime of the document. It was acknowledged that a number of sites would fall below the 
threshold that requires production of a Transport Assessment, and as such this may create 
unforeseen cumulative demand for travel on both the local highway and public transport networks if 
not considered on an aggregate basis. 

4.2 Our approach therefore tests the AAP at two levels: 

• A spreadsheet model of the local highway network within Padiham, accounting for potential 
impacts as follows:  

• Sites within the AAP to be delivered in the short (2011) medium (2016) and long term 
(2021) 

• Sites already within the planning system for which a Transport Assessment has been 
produced 

Spreadsheet Model 

AAP Schedule 

4.3 Burnley BC has provided a spreadsheet containing sites identified for development within the AAP. 
As there is limited information available for the sites in many instances, we have made a number of 
assumptions in order to demonstrate a range of scenarios across potential use classes. These 
assumptions are contained with our Spreadsheet Model, and can modified as appropriate to 
represent changes in the following: 

• Proposed use 

• Development quantum  / density  

• Development mix (B1/B2/Residential) 

• Phasing  

4.4 We have identified a range of trip generations for each use class, using the following sources: 

JMP ‘First Principles’ Approach 

4.5 A first principles approach utilising specific data available for the AAP. This approach has been 
chosen as it enables the specific trip characteristics of the area to be accounted for, based upon 
the location of the area, its socio-economic profile and its relative accessibility to sustainable travel 
modes.  
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Agreed Trip Rates Approach 

4.6 Use of a trip rate extracted from a Transport Assessment previously agreed by Burnley BC as local 
planning authority and Lancashire CC as strategic planning / highway authority. Whilst this trip rate 
can be viewed as `robust’, having been sanctioned by the highway authority, it does not 
necessarily represent the local characteristics of the site that have been accounted for within the 
first principles approach. 

4.7 The `agreed’ sites were utilised as follows: 

• Burnley Bridge Transport Assessment – Residential  

• Burnley Bridge Transport Assessment – Employment B1/B2 mix  

 

4.8 The AAP schedule and associated trip generations used to identify transport impacts for both 
approaches are summarised within Tables 4.1 & 4.2 below. 
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Sites within the Planning System 

4.9 It is acknowledged that a number of development sites already exist within the planning system, 
and have been already been subject to a Transport Assessment of impacts upon the transport 
network. In order to provide a robust assessment of potential impacts, the following sites within the 
AAP have been accounted for, in addition to those identified within the AAP schedule: 

• Tesco, Lune Street 

Distribution 

4.10 Trips have been manually distributed through the local network using existing Journey to Work 
profiles (Incoming / Outgoing), based upon assumptions regarding the first point of access to the 
network, and subsequent logical route through the junctions of the AAP. 

Traffic Growth 

4.11 The baseline traffic flows collected within the surveys have been growthed to represent each phase 
within the AAP schedule using TEMPRO 6.1 (locally adjusted). Traffic growth has been applied as 
a means to represent traffic increases attributable to external factors beyond the AAP schedule, 
with development traffic added to background flows during the following periods: 

• Short Term (2011) 

• Medium Term (2016) 

• Long Term (2021) 

Summary of Traffic Impact 
4.12 As described previously in this report, all developments outlined within the AAP report were 

modelled using excel spreadsheets to identify the percentage increase in traffic flow, when 
compared to a ‘no development’ baseline traffic flow.   

4.13 Three scenarios were tested to take into consideration those developments coming forward in the 
short, medium and long term.  An assessment was undertaking using both the ‘agreed’ trip rates 
(gathered from the Transport Assessments) and JMP’s own calculations.  Both morning and 
evening peak hour assessments were modelled within the assessment.   

4.14 The results of these assessments are summarised in Appendix C; a summary is provided of the 
greatest potential impacts upon the network across all assumptions below. 

 



 

Short Term – 2011 

4.15 The results indicate that, in 2011, the largest percentage increase in traffic flow during the morning 
peak hour was experienced on the Station Road arm of the Station Road / Burnley Road junction 
and the Lune Street arm of the Lune Street / Burnley Road junction.  These junctions experienced 
a maximum growth of 264% and 126% respectively, equating to a maximum increase of 51 and 
135 vehicles respectively through these junctions during the morning peak hour. 

4.16 During the evening peak, the largest percentage increase in traffic flow was experienced on the 
Station Road arm of the Station Road / Burnley Road junction and the Lune Street arm of the Lune 
Street / Burnley Road junction.  Although the junctions most affected remain the same, the 
percentage increase is greater during the evening peak hour, with a 1087% increase on the Station 
Road west arm (equating to a maximum additional 155 vehicles) and 260% increase on the Lune 
Street arm (equating to a maximum additional 540 vehicles).  

4.17 A significant proportion of this growth can be seen as attributable to the proposed Tesco store, and 
the realisation of aspirations in association with the Baxi site. Discussion with Lancashire CC has 
identified a range of potential junction improvements associated with the Tesco store. Further 
dialogue will be required to ensure that measures are future-proof, and as such do not serve to limit 
potential employment uses on Lune Street over and above that of the Tesco store. 

Medium Term - 2016 

4.18 In 2016, the junctions most affected by the development proposals outlined within the AAP remain 
identical to those identified in the 2011 analysis.  The Station Road arm experiences a maximum 
increase of 53 movements, equating to a 246% increase on baseline traffic flow.  The Lune Street 
arm of the Lune Street / Burnley Road junction experiences a maximum of 118% increase in 
vehicle movements, equating to a maximum additional 143 movements. 

4.19 During the evening peak, the Station Road / Burnley Road and the Lune Street / Burnley Road 
junctions remain the most affected by the development proposals.  The Station Road arm 
experiences a maximum increase of 156 vehicle movements, equating to a 1010% increase on 
baseline traffic flow.  The Lune Street arm experiences a maximum increase of 556 vehicle 
movements, equating to a 242% increase on baseline traffic flow. 

Long Term - 2021 

4.20 A 238% increase is experienced on the Station Road arm of the Station Road / Burnley Road 
junction in 2021, equating to a maximum additional 54 vehicles moving through the junction.  This 
junction is the most significantly affected by the development proposals.  The Lune Street junction 
is the second most affected, with a 114% in traffic flow at the junction.  This equates to a maximum 
of 147 additional vehicle movements through the junction during the morning peak hour. 

4.21 In 2021, the Station Road arm of the Station Road / Burnley Road junction experiences a maximum 
increase of 156 vehicle movements, equating to a 973% increase in traffic flow.  As with the 
previous scenarios, the Lune Street junction is the second most affected by the proposals, 
experiencing a 233% increase on baseline traffic flow, or 563 additional vehicle movements. 
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Cumulative Impact 

4.22 In terms of net increase in the number of trips, the Burnley Road south arm of the Burnley Road / 
Green Lane junction experiences the highest increase in the number of trips.  This equated to a 
maximum increase of 995 movements between base and 2021 evening traffic flows. 

4.23 The development proposals have no impact on a number of junctions, including: 

• The A6068 west arm of the A6068 / Slade Lane junction; 

• The Holland Street arm of the Holland Street / Whalley Road / Blackburn Road junction; 

• The North Street / Bank Street arm of the North Street / Bank Street / Burnley Road junction; 

• The Inskip Street arm of the Burnley Road / Inskip Street junction; and 

• The Victoria Road arm of the Victoria Road / Burnley Road junction. 

Accessibility Mapping 
4.24 JMP has developed a set of maps that define the relative accessibility of specific sites within the 

AAP areas, on the basis of incoming movement to employment and education, and outgoing trips 
from residential property. These maps have been aligned with the development priorities identified 
within the revised AAP schedule and other sites within the plans.  

4.25 These maps aim to identify specific deficiencies in accessibility which may result from development 
in these locations, and so highlight any potential issues which would need to be overcome within 
the final strategy.  With regard to housing, this would encompass the ability to access Burnley town 
centre, out of town sites such as Shuttleworth Meade, and other major towns within Lancashire. 
For educational / employment sites, the mapping will be used to identify the ability of arrivals to 
utilise modes other than the private car. 

4.26 The accessibility maps are shown in Appendix D. 



 

Padiham, Inbound Accessibility 

4.27 JMP have assessed the inbound accessibility of the following employment sites, PAD MU1/1 
(Tesco) and PAD EW1/3 (Former Baxi Works) within Padiham. Furthermore, albeit just outside the 
AAP study area, JMP have assessed inbound accessibility to Shuttleworth College.   

4.28 Given their proximity, all sites share similar characteristics at the Strategic level, i.e. access to the 
majority of the Burnley LA with 20 – 30 minutes and access to Blackburn, Colne, Todmorden and 
Bacup within an hour.  Figure 2.7 shows incoming accessibility to PAD EW1/3 (Baxi Works).  

4.29 A summary of the available origins by travel time threshold is provided in Table 4.3 below. 

Table 4.3  Inbound accessibility summary 
 
 0-10 

minutes 
10-20 
minutes 

20-30 
minutes 

30-40 
minutes 

40-50 minutes 50-60 
minutes 

EW1/3 
Baxi 
Works 

Padiham 
town 
centre 

South West 
Burnley 
M65 J10 
Higham 

Higham 
Burnley 
town centre 
Fence 
Sabden 
Clayton-le-
Moors 

Whalley 
Burnley 
Walk Mill 
Accrington 
Clayton-le-
Moors 
 

Clowbridge 
Accrington 
Billington 
Clitheroe 
North east 
Blackburn 
Cornholme 

Clitheroe 
Blackburn 
Colne 
Rawtenstall 

MU1/1 
Mixed 
Use / 
Tesco 

Padiham 
town 
centre 
A6068 

South West 
Burnley 
M65 
Higham 
Simonstone

West 
Burnley 
North west 
Nelson 
North east 
Accrington 

Nelson 
Burnley 
Accrington 
Clayton-le-
Moors 
South 
Clitheroe  

Clitheroe 
Accrington 
East Blackburn 
Crawshaw-
booth 

Rawtenstall 
Blackburn 
Clitheroe 
Colne 
Bacup 

Shuttle-
worth 
College 

Padiham 
M65 J10 
A6068 

South west 
Burnley 
Altham 

Burnley 
North west 
Nelson 
Sabden 
Whalley 

Nelson 
Accrington 
Clitheroe 
Clayton-le-
Moors 
Holme 
Chapel 

West 
Blackburn 
Accrington 
Clitheroe 
Colne 
Rawtenstall 
 

Todmorden 
Bacup 
Blackburn 
Clitheroe 
Colne 
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Padiham, Outbound Accessibility 

4.30 JMP have assessed the outbound accessibility of all housing sites in the Padiham AAP area, using 
the same methodology outlined above.  The results are similar to those from the inbound 
accessibility exercise, in that the majority of Burnley is accessible within 20 – 30 minutes, and the 
satellite towns within an hour. 

4.31 A summary of the available destinations by travel time threshold is provided in Table 4.4 below. 

Table 4.4  Outbound accessibility summary 
 
 0-10 

minutes 
10-20 
minutes 

20-30 
minutes 

30-40 
minutes 

40-50 
minutes 

50-60 
minutes 

H1/1  Padiham 
town centre 

Simonstone 
North west 
Burnley 
Clayton-le-
Moors 

West 
Burnley 
North east 
Accrington 
Whalley 

Burnley 
North east 
Blackburn 
Clitheroe 
Nelson 

Colne 
Accrington 
Blackburn 
Clitheroe 

Clitheroe 
Blackburn 
Colne 
Rawtenstall 
Bacup 

H1/2 
and 
H1/3 

Padiham 
town centre 

North west 
Burnley 
Simonstone 
North west 
Accrington 
Higham 

Accrington 
Clayton-le-
Moors 
Whalley 
 

Accrington 
North east 
Blackburn 
Clitheroe 
Burnley 
Barrowford 

Nelson 
Clitheroe 
East 
Blackburn 
Rawtenstall 

Colne 
Clitheroe 
Blackburn 
Bacup 



 

5 Future Transport Strategy 

Background 
5.1 This section summarises the potential measures that have been developed as a means to support 

the delivery of the development schedule within the AAP. They have been grouped in association 
with the Policies and Proposals identified within the Sustainable and Integrated Transport (SIT), 
and cross-referenced with associated development sites where applicable. 

5.2 The future strategy draws upon the evidence base developed in Section 3, and the analysis of 
future development impacts contained within Section 4. It should be noted that the measures 
reflect both the `1st principles’ and `Agreed’ approaches to trip generation, and as such the 
differences in demand for travel that a more aspirant population would generate over that of the 
existing socio-economic profile of the AAP area. As the `Agreed’ approach invariably represents a 
highly robust appraisal of conditions, we have not identified large-scale highway improvements that 
would meet this growth, on the basis that sustainable measures and smarter choices will be sought 
to ameliorate such impacts through a robust Travel Plan framework. 

5.3 The resultant measures have been presented as a package to illustrate how they will serve to meet 
the identified study issues and the proposals and policies identified within the Area Action Plan 
(Preferred Options) document. They are also cross-referenced with all applicable sites within the 
development schedule in terms of their method of delivery; their contribution to wider policies within 
the Saved Local Plan, and the intended Outcomes of Lancashire’s LTP3. 

5.4 To recap, the study issues and associated policies and proposals are summarised below: 

Study Issues 

• Padiham town centre, Church St / Burnley Rd 

• Connectivity of public transport 

AAP Policies & Proposals 

• SIT1 – Sustainable Travel 

• SIT1/1 – Extension of the Quality Bus Route 

• SIT2/1 – Padiham Linear Park (now Greenway) 

• SIT2/2 – Riverside Walk 

• SIT2/3 – Pedestrian route between Partridge Hill and Padiham town centre 

• SIT2/4 – Padiham town centre 

• SIT3 – Footpath and cycling provision 

• SIT4 – Public car parking 

• SIT5 – Traffic management and road safety improvements 

• SIT5/1 – Padiham town centre 
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Summary of Measures 
5.5 A summary of the measures is provided in Table 5.1 to identify their consistency with the relevant 

policies and proposals from the AAP and the study issues identified by the study brief. A full 
breakdown of the measures and their compatibility with policy is provided within Tables 5.2 to 5.5. 
A graphical summary of the measures at strategic and local levels is provided in Appendix F.   

5.6   A brief commentary of the measures is provided below. It should be noted that they incorporate 
schemes identified by wider initiatives (such as BSF), and those in association with development 
proposals such as the Tesco Store. Whilst junction improvements relate to the delivery of a 
scheme such as Tesco (in capacity terms); the wider measures to promote walking and cycling are 
identified on the basis of serving existing users, and those associated with future development that 
generates demand for travel. As such, assistance in the delivery of these measures should be 
sought through developer contributions, as well as public sector funding. 

Sustainable Travel Strategy 

5.7 This section briefly summarises the structure and procedural measures that should be identified 
within policy, as means to ensure that development proposals delivered within the AAP area 
subscribe to a common set of principles that promote sustainable travel and reduce reliance on the 
private car. Developer contributions from the private sector would be sought to deliver measures 
that specifically assist that site, in addition to those which deliver area-wide benefits such as public 
transport provision. 

5.8 The principles of a robust Travel Plan Framework are identified below, drawing on the Department 
for Transport (DfT) document: Delivering Travel Plans through the Planning Process.  

Objectives & Targets 

5.9 The objectives for each development should be identified as a means to identify outcomes for 
promoting sustainable travel patterns and reducing reliance on the private car. Whilst each site will 
have different requirements due to its location and demand for travel, it should subscribe to the 
following: 

• Achieving the minimum number of additional single occupancy car traffic movements to and 
from the development 

• Reduce the need to travel to and from the site 

• Address the access needs of site users, by supporting walking, cycling and public transport 

• Provide adequately for those with mobility difficulties 

• Promote healthy lifestyles and sustainable, vibrant communities 

• Address specific problems identified in the sites Transport Assessment (where applicable) – for 
example a local road safety problem that affects walking or cycling links to a bus or rail station 

• Encourage access solutions that are not dependent on `hard’ measures 

• Are explicitly part of a wider local approach to demand management and behavioural change  



 

5.10 Travel Plans should be produced with the intention of meeting wider Targets for Transport and 
Accessibility as identified by the AAP Preferred Options document: 

• To maintain/improve the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces in the AAP during 
the plan period;  

• All new housing development of 5 or more units will be within 400m of existing local shops and 
community facilities; 

• To improve and maintain 9.5km of safe walking and cycling routes with the AAP area over the 
plan period (as much as possible to be DDA compliant);  

• 100% of new developments to be no more than 400m from the nearest bus stop with at least 
an hourly service (including evening / weekend). 

Travel Survey 

5.11 The targets and anticipated outcomes identified would be finalised and agreed with Burnley BC and 
the Travel Plan officer at Lancashire CC following a full modal share survey on commencement of 
operations at the site, to ascertain the actual trip generation of the site against assumptions 
contained within a Transport Assessment, and the means to which proposed measures are 
meeting the needs of users.  

5.12 For developments generating significant vehicle trips, the onus would be on the developer to 
survey activity within six months of first occupation and annually thereafter for at least 5 years, as a 
means to demonstrate progress in meeting modal share targets, which would be identified at an 
appropriate stage in the planning application process.  

Management Plan  

5.13 In advance of the site being occupied, the developer would assume interim responsibility for the 
implementation of the site Travel Plan. Responsibility would subsequently be passed to individual 
employers (for employment sites) and a managing agent on behalf of the residential elements. 

5.14 The Travel Plan should pay due cognisance to initiatives that may be implemented on neighbouring 
sites such as the Burnley Bridge, Network 65 and Shuttleworth Mead, with a view to maximising 
the benefits offered by initiatives such as public transport improvements.  

Procedural Measures 

5.15 A number of procedural measures would be implemented with the specific intention of reducing 
single occupancy car use to and from the AAP area through the promotion of more sustainable 
alternatives. These measures would be delivered through the Travel Plan and would evolve 
following periods of monitoring and review, and could include the following dependent on scale: 

• Development of a Car Share scheme including postcode matching and provision of dedicated 
spaces for employees and residents;  

• Provision of Travel Information to employees and residents; 

• Measures to Promote Public Transport to both employees and residents, including: 

• Ticketing Incentives 
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• Salary sacrifice `Bus to Work’ Scheme; 

• Personalised Travel Planning 

• Cycle to Work Scheme, 

• Bicycle User Group / Walking Buddy Scheme for both residents and employees, and 

• Promotional events such as cycle training for residents of school age. 

 

Implementation Action Plan 

5.16 Developers would be expected to produce an Implementation Action Plan to cover five years after 
the commencement of occupation at a site in order to demonstrate the phasing of measures and 
define appropriate periods of monitoring and review where progress against identified targets 
would be measured and amendments made to the strategy where appropriate.  

5.17 This would serve to ensure that the Travel Plan is implemented, that the success of measures is 
reviewed against the level of activity at the site and that there is a relative share of sustainable 
travel modes against single occupancy car use.  

5.18 This package of measures has been identified as a means to meet the following policies and 
proposals: 

• PAD SIT1 

Walking & Cycling Strategy 

5.19 A range of measures have been identified to address current deficits in accessibility identified by 
the baseline audit, and meet the wider aspirations to promote walking and cycling within the 
context of the  AAP, the Burnley Local Plan, the shared priorities within Lancashire CC’s LTP2, and 
emerging LTP3 aspirations. 

5.20 The content of measures and a brief summary of their intended purpose is provided below: 

Reallocation of road space on Burnley Road to enhance the pedestrian environment and 
promote activity at the shop frontages 

5.21 The baseline audit and subsequent desktop analysis revealed that in many instances the existing 
footways within Padiham town centre are below the desirable minimum of 2 metres (as stated by 
Manual for Streets). This is especially apparent on Burnley Road between the two junctions with 
Mill Street where there is a heavy volume of through-traffic; this section of route has a retail 
frontage on both sides and is subject to a steep gradient. 

5.22 Under current conditions the pedestrian environment is poor and detracts from the retail offer 
alongside. The narrow footways and close proximity to passing traffic, including buses and HGV’s, 
does not promote passing trade on foot or browsing in shop windows. In order to improve the retail 
environment within this area, we would suggest measures to improve the pedestrian environment 
as follows: 

• Provision of gateway treatments at Moor Lane and Mill Street to advise motorists that they are 
entering the retail area, reflecting the historic nature of the on-street retail frontage 



 

• Provision of widened footways to a minimum of 2 metres (where necessary) to promote 
pedestrian movement and narrowing of carriageway to reflect the town centre status and 
intended local function of Burnley Road within Padiham 

• Carriageway surface treatment to reflect the character of the town centre as a means to reduce 
speed and raise driver awareness of pedestrian activity. Selective narrowing of carriageway to 
accommodate improvements to the pedestrian environment, whilst retaining the ability for large 
vehicles to pass each other at low speed (initial vehicle tracking shows this to be possible) 

• Junction treatment at the entrance to Moor Lane to deter through-traffic and encourage 
pedestrian circulation 

5.23 The treatments identified above would primarily seek to reduce the attractiveness of Padiham as a 
route for strategic movement, focussing more on local activity within the context of the town centre 
and the surrounding AAP. All measures would pay due cognisance to the ongoing need to facilitate 
movement on the Quality Bus Corridor.  

Padiham Greenway – Phase 1 

5.24 Phase 1 of the Padiham Greenway is currently under construction; once completed it will provide a 
high quality, fully segregated route following the former railway alignment between the River Calder 
viaduct and Molly Wood Bridge close to the M65. It will ultimately form a constituent part of the 
strategic cycling network within East Lancashire, providing connections between Blackburn and 
Burnley, as well as onward connections via the National Cycling Network at its eastern end. The 
cycle route runs in close proximity to Padiham town centre; as such it represents a significant 
opportunity to fill existing gaps in direct accessibility to essential services, and via frequent public 
transport provision. The baseline analysis identified deficiencies in access to a number of service 
types from residential areas within the south of the AAP area, either side of Cambridge Drive and 
Thompson Street. 

5.25 In order to maximise the effectiveness of the Greenway, a number of supplementary measures are 
required, encompassing additional routes and spurs, as well as information and signage through 
the Sustainable Travel Strategy identified above. 

Padiham Greenway – Phase 1A 

5.26 Detailed design has been undertaken by Lancashire CC with regard to extending the Greenway 
westwards towards Ribble Valley, as a means to increase the strategic value of the route through 
linkage with the Simonstone scheme. Within the context of this improvement, Lancashire CC also 
has aspirations to provide a link to Blackburn Road, through surface treatment and access 
improvements within Memorial Park. 

Delivery of a link to Padiham town centre from the Padiham Greenway (Phase 1) via Park 
Road / Station Road 

5.27 In order to fully utilise the Padiham Greenway and thus maximise the benefits to residents of the 
AAP, it would be prudent to upgrade the existing highway network between the town centre and the 
Greenway to enable safe and convenient access to pedestrians and cyclists. Improvements would 
incorporate signage and way markers between the on / off ramp at Park Road and the town centre, 
and surface treatment on what is a lightly-trafficked route. It is anticipated that the route could be 
coordinated with junction improvements at the Burnley Road / Sowerby Street junction associated 
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with the proposed Tesco store, as a means to provide a safe, integrated link from the Greenway to 
the town centre. 

5.28 The value of a link between the Greenway and the town centre would be further enhanced by a 
connection to the Shuttleworth Mead Business Park, as it would significantly reduce the distance 
on foot or cycle to the majority of the AAP area, as a comparison with a journey via Burnley Road / 
Church Street, described below 

Delivery of a link to Padiham town centre from the Padiham Greenway via Hapton Street / 
Green Lane 

5.29 Access between Padiham town centre and the Greenway from the south could be enhanced 
through the provision of improvements to the existing street network and the installation of 
appropriate signage and way markers. 

5.30 The route would encompass Hapton Street and Green Lane, running from the at-grade access to 
Hapton Street to the junction of Burnley Road and Green Lane. Lancashire CC has identified 
aspirations to signalise the existing priority arrangement at this junction; such a measure would 
significantly improve the legibility and safety of such a route to the town centre. 

5.31 The value of a link between the Greenway and the town centre would be further enhanced by a 
connection to the Burnley Bridge employment and residential site to the south. The Burnley Bridge 
proposal is currently within the planning system, and contains an aspiration to deliver a link to the 
Greenway, delivered through developer contributions. 

Delivery of a link to Shuttleworth Mead 

5.32 As identified above, the delivery of a direct link from the Padiham Greenway into the Shuttleworth 
Mead Business Park would provide significant benefits in terms of local access to employment 
opportunities on foot or by cycle, especially from areas located to the south of Burnley Road / 
Church Street. 

5.33 This measure was not delivered as part of the Shuttleworth Mead consent, and no obligation exists 
on the Business Park to provide one; however, it remains an aspiration that Lancashire CC would 
like to deliver, subject to resolving issues of ownership and access between the Greenway and the 
site 

Delivery of a link to the Burnley Bridge Employment and Residential Site 

5.34 As detailed above, the Padiham Greenway would provide a direct link to the Burnley Bridge site 
from the majority of the AAP area, and would serve to reduce deficits in accessibility that have 
been identified within the baseline analysis, especially around the Cambridge Drive / Thompson 
Street area. 

5.35 The Transport Assessment for Burnley Bridge identifies a package of measures that would be 
delivered in association with the site, including a link from the Greenway. As such, it is imperative 
that this link is implemented if the site ultimately receives consent. 



 

 Provision of a coherent pedestrian route between Partridge Hill and Padiham town centre 

5.36 The AAP and subsequent on-site auditing identified deficiencies in the pedestrian environment that 
reduced the attractiveness of movement on foot between residential areas to the north and the 
town centre. 

5.37 In association with residential developments proposed alongside this route, and the ongoing 
operation of employment sites, improvements should be made to ensure good surveillance and 
adequate lighting in order to enhance perceptions of safety for pedestrians. In order to reduce the 
presence of vehicular traffic through the area, especially HGV’s, surface treatment would be 
provided in association with Manual for Streets to increase parity for pedestrians and reduce the 
perceptions of danger associated with traffic.  

Upgrade of Riverside Walk between Lune Street and Gawthorpe Hall, incorporating links to 
proposed Tesco Store 

5.38 The AAP and Burnley Local Plan contain aspirations to enhance walking and cycling links between 
the urban area and the surrounding countryside. To this end, it is proposed that the existing river 
walkway should be linked into the Greenway Network, and provide safe, accessible movement for 
all users. 

5.39 The actual alignment for this route is currently unclear, on account of ownership and potential 
flooding issues. As such there are three possible options: 

• Upgrade of route alongside the north bank of the River Calder, following the alignment of Lune 
Street then the river bank until the existing bridge adjacent to Gawthorpe Hall 

• Upgrade of existing footbridge across the River Calder, via River Drive, then onto Stockbridge 
Drive to Gawthorpe Hall 

• Upgrade of existing footbridge across the River Calder, then an upgrade of the existing 
thoroughfare through the plantation on the south bank of the river onto Stockbridge Drive. 

Delivery of a link from Padiham town centre to Shuttleworth College 

5.40 The LCC cycling team are developing a scheme to provide a cycle path alongside the A671 
between South Drive and Lakeland Drive to serve Shuttleworth College. This measure would 
improve access to the BSF site from its local catchment within the Padiham area. 

5.41 This package of measures has been identified as a means to meet the following policies and 
proposals: 

• PAD SIT1 

• PAD SIT2/1 

• PAD SIT2/2 

• PAD SIT2/3 

• PAD SIT2/4 

• PAD SIT3 

• PAD SIT5 
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• PAD SIT5/1 

• PAD SIT5/2 

• PAD SIT5/3 

 



 

Public Transport Strategy 

5.42 A range of measures have been identified to address current deficits in accessibility identified by 
the baseline audit, and meet the wider aspirations to promote public transport access within the 
context of the  AAP, the Burnley Local Plan, and the shared priorities within Lancashire CC’s LTP2. 

5.43 The content of measures and a brief summary of their intended purpose is provided below: 

Delivery of the Quality Bus Corridor between Burnley town centre and Shuttleworth Mead 
Business Park 

5.44 We acknowledge that the recently delivered QBC along Burnley Road / Church Street has served 
to enhance the quality of public transport within the Padiham area. In addition to the frequency and 
quality of vehicles on the route, the improvement has also provided an enhanced waiting 
environment. 

Improved bus penetration within the Thompson Street / Cambridge Drive area 

5.45 Whilst the provision of a QBC has served to enhance public transport provision on the main 
Burnley Road / Church Street corridor, the baseline analysis revealed gaps in provision to the 
south of the AAP area, principally in residential areas alongside Thompson Street and Cambridge 
Drive. 

5.46 We would suggest that an improvement is required in this area as a means to enhance 
accessibility to major service providers within Padiham, but also Burnley town centre and out of 
town sites such as Shuttleworth Mead. The Burnley Bridge Transport Assessment identified public 
transport improvements within a package of measures to improve accessibility to and from the site; 
this included the provision of a bus gate to enable direct access to Padiham from Junction 9 of the 
M65, and associated improvements in to bus services in the area. 

5.47 Whilst the scope of service improvements are yet to be defined, any additional services that utilised 
the bus gate and travelled through the site would potentially have benefits to residents of the 
Padiham AAP. Potential options to consider would be: 

• The provision of a new through service from Burnley to Padiham, serving industrial areas 
around Accrington Road / Rose Grove, Network 65 and Shuttleworth Mead. It is likely that 
subsidy would be required in the first instance to operate the service; this would be obtained 
from the Burnley Bridge development, and could be assisted by contributions from 
development arising from the AAP schedule. Due to the gap that such a route would potentially 
fill (access across Junction 9 of the M65), and the residential and employment areas it would 
serve, this route would have potential to be commercially viable in the longer term 

• Service bus enhancements could be complimented by the Burnley `Best’ service, which 
provides access on a `demand responsive’ basis to local major employers. In the context of the 
Padiham AAP and the provision of a bus gate at the Burnley Bridge site, the opportunity exists 
through capital funding of vehicles to widen the scope and coverage of the existing provision, 
and enhance opportunities to reach employment sites to the south of the M65 such as Network 
65. 

5.48 Consideration has been given to the provision of a public transport link to Manchester Road station, 
in view of the opportunities it would provide for strategic commuters. This option has not been 
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pursued further on account of its relative distance from Padiham, and the uncompetitive journey 
times that might be associated with an `end to end’ journey by bus and rail to a destination outside 
of East Lancashire, against that of a trip by private car. In addition, the location of Manchester 
Road is not conducive to diverting existing commercial bus services that serve the town centre, or 
for incorporation within a new service linking employment sites within the Padiham and South West 
Burnley areas. 

The measures identified above would assist in the delivery of the following policies and proposals: 

• PAD SIT1 

• PAD SIT1/1 

Highway Access Strategy 

5.49 A range of highway improvements have been identified, primarily to support sustainable access 
within the context of existing development proposals, and those associated with future 
development through the AAP.  

5.50 This strategy has not identified measures to provide significant additional capacity on Burnley Road 
Church Street, as it is appreciated that the route is of primarily local amenity value, and should not 
be made more attractive to through movement between strategic routes and Burnley town centre. It 
is also appreciated that the historic building frontage presents very little opportunity to do so without 
significant demolition. 

5.51 Improvements have been identified at the following junctions within the context of facilitating 
development sites already within the planning system, and as a means to improve safety for 
pedestrians and cyclists in association with other measures identified above: 

• Reallocation of road space on Burnley Road to enhance the pedestrian environment and 
promote activity at the shop frontages, combined with gateway treatments / raised tables at the 
junctions with Moor Lane and Mill Street. 

• Junction treatment at the entrance to Moor Lane to deter through-traffic and encourage 
pedestrian circulation 

• Provision of junction improvements at Burnley Road / Sowerby Street to facilitate access to the 
Tesco store and promote pedestrian and cyclist movement across Burnley Road from the 
Padiham Greenway to the town centre 

• Provision of Junction improvements at Burnley Road / Lune Street to facilitate access to the 
Tesco store and promote pedestrian and cyclist movement  

• Provision of junction improvements at Burnley Road / Green Lane to facilitate access to the 
Tesco store and promote pedestrian and cyclist movement from the Padiham Greenway to the 
town centre 

5.52 A strategy for short stay parking for shoppers should also be identified through the delivery of the 
Tesco store. As stated within the baseline review, the removal of parking associated with 
residential proposals within the AAP would be offset by the parking provided by Tesco; however; it 
is unclear how it would be managed in order to facilitate linked trips within the town. 



Table 5.1 - Summary of Measures against Study Issues

Padiham Town centre, 
Church St / Burnley Rd

Connectivity of Public 
Transport

Improved bus penetration within the Thompson Street / Green
Lane area
Infrastructure provision to facilitate access on foot and by
bicycle to new developments

PAD SIT 1/1 Extension of the Quality Bus Route QBC delivered as far as Shuttleworth Mead Employment site at 
the Hyndburn border

Phase 1 of the Padiham Greenway currently under construction 
between the River Calder Viaduct and Molly wood Bridge at the 
M65

Delivery of Phase 1A of the Padiham Greenway to link with the
Simonstone scheme at the Hyndburn border 

Link provided from proposed Tesco site onto Riverside Walk

Upgrade of Riverside Walk between Lune St and bridge
adjacent to Gawthorpe Hall

PAD SIT2/3
Pedestrian route between Partridge 
Hill and Padiham town centre

Delivery of a coherent pedestrian route between Partridge Hill 
and Padiham town centre

Delivery of a link to Padiham town centre from the Padiham 
Greenway (Phase 1) via Park Road / Station Rd (Option 1)

Delivery of a link to Padiham town centre from the Padiham 
Greenway (Phase 1) via Hapton St / Green Lane (Option 2)

Delivery of a link to Burnley Bridge Employment & Residential
site
Delivery of a link to Shuttleworth Mead
Delivery of a link to Blackburn Rd

PAD SIT4 Public car parking
Use of the proposed Tesco Store as a car park to serve the 
town centre, and replace deficit created by new development on 
site H1/1
Provision of traffic lights at the Green Lane / Burnley Road
junction

Upgrade of the signalised junction at Burnley Rd / Sowerby St

PAD SIT5/1 Padiham town centre
Reallocation of roadspace on Burnley Rd to enhance the 
pedestrian environment and promote activity at the shop 
frontages

PAD SIT 5/2 Moor Lane / Ightenhill Street / Grove 
Lane

Junction treatment at entrance to Moor Lane to deter through-
traffic and encourage pedestrian circulation

PAD SIT5/3 Sowerby Street / Wyre Street Provision of a new highway layout on Sowerby St / Wyre St in 
association with the proposed Tesco store

���������	
���	����	�����

Travel Plan Guidelines for all subsequent development
proposals to adhere to common Framework at Area-Wide level
and include proportionate developer contributions to the delivery
of measures to promote sustainable travel

PAD SIT2/1

Sustainable TravelPAD SIT1

�����������	��
������ ���������������������

PAD SIT5
Traffic management and road safety 
improvements

PAD SIT2/2 Riverside Walk

Padiham Linear Park

Padiham town centre

Footpath and Cycling ProvisionPAD SIT3

PAD SIT2/4



Figure 5.2 - Measures to support SIT1

Identified Solutions Associated Measures Method of Delivery Justification / Evidence Base
AAP Development Schedule 
/ Sites in Planning System

��������	
��
PAD 
SIT1

PAD 
SIT1/1

PAD 
SIT2/1

PAD 
SIT2/2

PAD 
SIT2/3

PAD 
SIT2/4

PAD 
SIT3

PAD 
SIT4 

PAD 
SIT 5

PAD 
SIT 
5/1

PAD 
SIT 
5/2

PAD 
SIT 
5/3

In association with future development proposals Developer Contributions To assist in the overall level of accessibility to key services
from new development proposals

Full AAP Schedule

Development of area-wide travel plan initiatives (e.g. car
sharing club)

Lancashire County Council

Burnley Borough Council

To support the development and implementation of travel plan
initiatives within the borough

Full AAP Schedule

Improved bus penetration within the Thompson Street / Green
Lane area

Provision of a new bus gate identified as part of the Burnley
Bridge development to enable public transport movement
between Padiham and Accrington Road, thus linking with
Network 65 and the Burnley Bridge site

Bus gate delivered as part of Burnley Bridge development.
Additional developer contributions from the AAP area to assist
funding of service enhancements

Would assist development sites in south Padiham where there 
are current deficits in public transport identified within acces to 
key services

Burnley Bridge Employment
and Residential sites

Infrastructure provision to facilitate access on foot and by
bicycle to new developments

Ensure design of subsequent new residential development
adheres to Manual for Streets and promotes safe and
sustaiable access

Housing Market Renewal / Developer contributions

Provision of cycle parking within the context of new
development 

provision of local signage to link into local routes

Measures to promote cycling through the Travel Plan process

Full AAP Schedule

PAD SIT 1/1 Extension of the Quality Bus Route

AAP Policy / Proposals

PAD SIT1 Sustainable Travel

Travel Plan Guidelines for all subsequent development
proposals to adhere to common Framework at Area-Wide
level and include proportionate developer contributions to the
delivery of measures to promote sustainable travel

QBC delivered as far as Shuttleworth Mead Employment site at the Hyndburn border

Climate Change

Equality of Opportunity

Quality of Life & Natural 
Environment



Figure 5.3 - Measures to support SIT2

Identified Solutions Associated Measures Method of Delivery Justification / Evidence Base
AAP Development Schedule 
/ Sites in Planning System ��������	
��

PAD 
SIT1

PAD 
SIT1/1

PAD 
SIT2/1

PAD 
SIT2/2

PAD 
SIT2/3

PAD 
SIT2/4

PAD 
SIT3

PAD 
SIT4 

PAD 
SIT 5

PAD 
SIT 
5/1

PAD 
SIT 
5/2

PAD 
SIT 
5/3

Phase 1 of the Padiham Greenway currently under 
construction between the River Calder Viaduct and Molly 
wood Bridge at the M65

Provision of level access for all users

High quality surfacing

Junction treatment where at-grade with highway

Provision of high quality public realm

New signage / information to users

Delivered by Lancashire CC
Meets Burnley BC and LTP2 aspirations regarding the 
provision of integrated facilities that link residential areas with 
areas of service provision and major employers

EW1/4 Land at Station Rd
H1/2 Perserverance Mill
H1/3 Jubilee Mill Engine 
House

Delivery of Phase 1A of the Padiham Greenway to link with
the Simonstone scheme at the Hyndburn border 

Provision of high quality public realm and surfacing between
A678 (Blackburn Rd) and Calder Bridge

Detailed design for consultation undertaken by Lancashire CC

Would fill in a missing link in the strategic cycle network and
meet Burnley BC and LTP2 aspirations regarding the
provision of integrated facilities that link residential areas with
areas of service provision and major employers

EW1/4 Land at Station Rd
H1/2 Perserverance Mill
H1/3 Jubilee Mill Engine
House

Link provided from proposed Tesco site onto Riverside Walk Provision of surface treatment and associated measures to
improve provision on Lune Street

Lancashire Aspiration to be delivered by developer
contributions for the Tesco store

Would meet Burnley BC aspirations regarding access to the
countryside for cyclists / pedestrians

MU1/1Wyre St / Lune St

Upgrade of Riverside Walk between Lune St and bridge
adjacent to Gawthorpe Hall

Upgrade of existing route alongside Riverbank to provide
hard surfacing and signage to link into existing Greenway
network

LTP3 

Sustrans

Developer Contributions associated with town centre sites

Proposed Tesco store

Would meet Burnley BC aspirations regarding access to the
countryside for cyclists / pedestrians

MU1/1Wyre St / Lune St

PAD SIT2/3
Pedestrian route between Partridge 
Hill and Padiham town centre

Delivery of a coherent pedestrian route between Partridge Hill and Padiham town centre

Provision of surface treatment in accordance with Manual for 
Streets in order to promote shared use of the road surface 
and deter HGV through-traffic

Improvements to lighting and surveillance associated with 
new residential development 

Housing Market Renewal / Developer contributions Would improve the attractiveness of the area and general
perceptions of safety within the context of new development

TAI1/1Lawrence St / Ingham
St
EW1/1 Land north of
Partridge Hill
EW1/2 Land north of Wyre
Street
H1/1 Land at Ightenhill St/
Mytton St

Delivery of a link to Padiham town centre from the Padiham 
Greenway (Phase 1) via Park Road / Station Rd (Option 1)

New surface treatment and signage to provide a dedicated
cycle route between the Greenway off-ramp at Park Rd and
the signalised crossing at Burnley Rd / Sowerby St

Public realm improvements

High quality signage to identify access to Padiham town
centre

Upgrade of the signalised junction at Burnley Rd / Sowerby
St to a TOUCAN crossing

LTP3 

Sustrans

Developer Contributions associated with town centre sites

Developer contributions associated with Tesco store

Would fill in a missing link in the strategic cycle network and
meet Burnley BC and LTP2 aspirations regarding the
provision of integrated facilities that link residential areas with
areas of service provision and major employers

Full AAP Schedule

Delivery of a link to Padiham town centre from the Padiham 
Greenway (Phase 1) via Hapton St / Green Lane (Option 2)

New surface treatment and signage to provide a dedicated
cycle route between the Greenway off-ramp at Hapton St
and Padiham town centre, linking into the Riverside Walk

Provision of a TOUCAN Crossing at the Burnley Rd / Green
Lane junction in association with Lancashire CC aspirations
to signalise junction

Lancashire CC aspiration to signalise Burnley Rd / Green 
Lane junction in association with developer contributions from 

the proposed Tesco store

Would fill in a missing link in the strategic cycle network and
meet Burnley BC and LTP2 aspirations regarding the
provision of integrated facilities that link residential areas with
areas of service provision and major employers

Full AAP Schedule

Competitiveness & Growth

Climate Change

Equality of Opportunity

AAP Policy / Proposals

PAD SIT2/1 Padiham Linear Park

PAD SIT2/2 Riverside Walk

PAD SIT2/4 Padiham town centre



Figure 5.4 - Measures to support SIT3

Identified Solutions Associated Measures Method of Delivery Justification / Evidence Base
AAP Development Schedule 
/ Sites in Planning System ��������	
��

PAD 
SIT1

PAD 
SIT1/1

PAD 
SIT2/1

PAD 
SIT2/2

PAD 
SIT2/3

PAD 
SIT2/4

PAD 
SIT3

PAD 
SIT4 

PAD 
SIT 5

PAD 
SIT 
5/1

PAD 
SIT 
5/2

PAD 
SIT 
5/3

Delivery of a link to Burnley Bridge Employment &
Residential site

Provision of a spur from Phase 1 of the Padiham Greenway
to enable level access into the Burnley Bridge site Developer Contributions associated with Burnley Bridge Identified within the Burnley Bridge TA

Burnley Bridge Employment
and Residential sites

Access from the sites within
the AAP schedule

Delivery of a link to Shuttleworth Mead
Provision of a spur from Phase 1A of the Padiham Greenway
to enable level access to the Shuttleworth Mead employment
site

LTP3 / dialogue with Shuttleworth Mead regarding
contributions

Would significantly enhance the accessibility of the site to
the majority of Padiham, within the context of current
accessibility to areas of service provision and major
employers

Access from the sites within
the AAP schedule

Delivery of a link to Blackburn Rd
Provision of a spur from Phase 1A of the Padiham Greenway
to enable level access to A678 Blackburn Rd via Memorial
Park

Lancashire CC aspiraition

Would fill in a missing link in the strategic cycle network and
meet Burnley BC and LTP2 aspirations regarding the
provision of integrated facilities that link residential areas with
areas of service provision and major employers

Access from the sites within
the AAP schedule

PAD SIT3 Footpath and Cycling Provision

AAP Policy / Proposals

Competitiveness & Growth

Climate Change

Equality of Opportunity



Figure 5.5 - Measures to support SIT4

Identified Solutions Associated Measures Method of Delivery Justification / Evidence Base
AAP Development Schedule 
/ Sites in Planning System ��������	
��

PAD 
SIT1

PAD 
SIT1/1

PAD 
SIT2/1

PAD 
SIT2/2

PAD 
SIT2/3

PAD 
SIT2/4

PAD 
SIT3

PAD 
SIT4 

PAD 
SIT 5

PAD 
SIT 
5/1

PAD 
SIT 
5/2

PAD 
SIT 
5/3

PAD SIT4 Public car parking
Use of the proposed Tesco Store as a car park to serve the 
town centre, and replace deficit created by new development 
on site H1/1

Strategy for short stay parking in relation to the policy of the
Tesco store. 

Improved permeability of links through to the town centre

Improved surface treatment lighting and public realm on
Morley Street between the Tesco Store and Burnley Rd, in
order to promote use of Tesco as a car park for the town
centre

Lancashire aspiration to improve links to the town centre from 
the proposed Tesco store. Would be delivered through 
developer contributions

TA for Tesco store identifies 242 new dwellings. I approveed
this store would offset deficit created by the development of
new residential development. Would need to be coordinated
with parking policies to attract shoppers into the town centre

Tesco Store

Existing retail centre

Competitiveness & Growth

Equality of Opportunity

AAP Policy / Proposals



Figure 5.6 - Measures to support SIT5

Identified Solutions Associated Measures Method of Delivery Justification / Evidence Base
AAP Development Schedule 
/ Sites in Planning System ��������	
��

PAD 
SIT1

PAD 
SIT1/1

PAD 
SIT2/1

PAD 
SIT2/2

PAD 
SIT2/3

PAD 
SIT2/4

PAD 
SIT3

PAD 
SIT4 

PAD 
SIT 5

PAD 
SIT 
5/1

PAD 
SIT 
5/2

PAD 
SIT 
5/3

Provision of traffic lights at the Green Lane / Burnley Road
junction

Measure to enable safe turning movements from Green
Lane and facilitate pedestrian and cyclist movement between 
the Padiham Greenway and the town centre / Riverside walk. 

Lancashire CC aspiration to signalise  junction in association 
with developer contributions from the proposed Tesco store

accommodate local movement on foot to the town centre and 
the proposed Tesco store from residential areas to the south
of Burnley Road where current deficiencies in accessibility
are identified

Tesco Store

Existing retail centre

Upgrade of the signalised junction at Burnley Rd / Sowerby
St

Measures to facilitate access to the Tesco store and improve
provision for pedestrians and cyclists

Lancashire CC aspiration to upgrade junction in association 
with developer contributions from the proposed Tesco store

Analysis within the Tesco identifies issues of capacity at the
junction, Lancashire would like to see enhancements
implemented within the context of scheme delivery

Tesco Store

Existing retail centre

PAD SIT5/1 Padiham town centre
Reallocation of roadspace on Burnley Rd to enhance the 
pedestrian environment and promote activity at the shop 
frontages

Provision of Gateway Treatments at Moor Lane and Mill
Street to advise motorists that they are within the retail area

Provision of widened footways to promote pedestrian
movement and narrowing of carriageway to reflect town
centre status and intended local function of route

Carriageway surface treatment to reflect the character of the
town centre, as a means to promote reduced speed and
raise driver awareness  of pedestrian activity

Should be coordinated with the Padiham Retail study to 
ultimately justify the funding of improvements to the public 
realm via Burnley BC and Lancashire CC

Initial investigation of carriageway widths indicates sufficient 
scope to provide a minimum footway width of 2 metres along 
the retail frontage without prejudice to the movement of 
buses along the QBC. 

The local network invariably generates trips to / from the 
strategic network from within Burnley 

Full AAP Schedule

Existing retail centre

PAD SIT 5/2
Moor Lane / Ightenhill Street / 
Grove Lane

Junction treatment at entrance to Moor Lane to deter
through-traffic and encourage pedestrian circulation

Remodelling of the existing roundabout junction to a priority
arrangement with associated jucntion treatment in
accordance with measures on Burnley Road above

Should be coordinated with the Padiham Retail study to 
ultimately justify the funding of improvements to the public 
realm via Burnley BC and Lancashire CC

In view of traffic surveys, issues within this area are unlikely
to be associated with capacity, more the intrusion created by
traffic using routes to `rat-run' through the area to the
Padiham bypass, including HGVs.

The creation of a priority junction would reduce the
attractiveness and function of Moor Lane as a through-route

Full AAP Schedule

Existing retail centre

PAD SIT5/3

Sowerby Street / Wyre Street Provision of a new highway layout on Sowerby St / Wyre St 
in association with the proposed Tesco store

Widening of carriageway to provide sufficient capacity at the 
Burnley Rd / Sowerby St junction 

provision of `ghost island' for right turning vehicles entering 
Tesco

Identified to facilitate Tesco Store. Not necessarily to the wider 
benefit of users within Padiham town centre

Discussion with Lancashire revealed little available width to
accommodate all traffic movements and pedestrians, without
removal of the existing Tesco Express and building frontage
on Sowerby St

Tesco Store

PAD SIT5
Traffic management and road 
safety improvements

AAP Policy / Proposals

Competitiveness & Growth

Equality of Opportunity

Health, safety & security

Quality of life and natural 
environment



 

6 Summary & Conclusion 

Summary  
6.1 The transport evidence base has been developed from a rigorous assessment that encompassed 

both quantitative and qualitative reviews of on-site conditions; and, desktop appraisal of transport 
networks across all modes, including accessibility to key services from within the AAP area. 

6.2 The potential impacts of development on travel demand have been assessed, alongside the 
accessibility issues that would need to be addressed in order to realise wider aspirations for social 
inclusion and access to key services by modes other than the private car. The findings of this 
analysis have served to inform the measures identified within the future transport strategy. 

6.3 The future transport strategy has been developed in accordance with the evidence base, and 
draws upon significant consultation with the study group, and input from officers across a range of 
disciplines at Burnley BC and Lancashire CC. It conforms to the broader aspirations contained 
within the Lancashire LTP2 (and emerging LTP3), as well as the policies within the Saved Burnley 
Local Plan.  

6.4 The deliverability of such options has been considered, both through sources of public sector 
funding, and developer contributions from the private sector. The emphasis of the strategy is 
placed upon sustainable connectivity, and facilitating local access to essential services on foot, 
cycle and by public transport through a range of physical and procedural measures.  

Conclusion 
6.5 In conclusion, we believe that this document provides a robust and credible transport evidence 

base that accords with the requirements of PPS12, and provides appropriate support to the policies 
and proposals contained within the Area Action Plan (AAP) for Padiham.  
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